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Abstract. In this paper we propose a semantic based P2P system that incorpo-
rates peersharing policies, which allow a peer to state, for each of the concepts it
deals with, the conditions under which it is available to process requests related to
that concept. The semantic routing approach, based on advertisements and peer
behavior in answering previous requests, takes also into account sharing policies.

1 Introduction

In most P2P architectures, query answering is based on flooding algorithms, that prop-
agate requests from one node to another till a given number of nodes has been reached.
Typical routing protocols are based on distributed hash tables for improving routing ef-
ficiency. However, these indexes support a keyword based search rather than asemantic
search. The advantages of a semantic routing, that keeps into account the semantics of
data requests and shared resources, are well-accepted in terms of search effectiveness.

Whatever strategy is adopted for query routing, most existing systems are based on
the assumption that, when connected to the network, peers are unconditionally available
to share their resources with anyone interested in them. This assumption is, however,
not reasonable in many contexts and for many reasons. Peers may wish to set some
sharing policiesdepending on different factors such as temporal conditions (e.g., the
time at which the request is received), internal state and connection conditions (e.g., the
workload when the request is received), and conditions on the characteristics of the peer
submitting the request (e.g., its membership to a group), that can typically be expressed
throughcredentials[22]. A peer can thus customize its behavior by tailoring the general
system behavior to its specific sharing needs and constraints.

In this paper, we propose a semantic routing approach in a P2P system that allows
single peers to enforce their own sharing policies. The resources made available to the
system may deal with many different subjects, or themes, and peers may register to one
or more thematic groups. Relevant information retrieval is achieved through the use of
a thematic global ontology (TGO) for each theme dealt with by the system; the TGO
associates a semantics with the resources to be shared within the thematic group. All
the peers that register to a thematic group share the TGO of the group. For the sake of
clarity in the paper we will focus on a system with a single thematic group. Each peer
associates instances of its local resource base with concepts of the TGO that better de-
scribe them. Peers actively push their expertises by sendingadvertisements, containing
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Fig. 1. A portion of aTGO for a computer science thematic group

the concepts of the TGO that better describe the resources they share. Semantic query
routing is guided both by the advertised peer expertises and by therelevanceof peer
answers to previous requests. This relevance is quantified in a relevance degree associ-
ated with each concept of the TGO, which is updated each time a peer gets an answer
to a request involving that concept.

This approach, as a novel feature, integrates in this context the sharing policy and
credential notions, thus allowing a more flexible resource sharing mechanism. To allow
a peer to enforce different policies for different resources, different sharing policies can
be associated with different ontology concepts that the peer’s user deal with. Policies
associated with concepts of the ontology are actively pushed by the peer together with
advertisements, so that other peers can avoid sending and forwarding requests that will
not be processed. Thus, sharing policies also affect the routing algorithm.

In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 introduces basic concepts and Section 3
discusses the peer architecture and the system main functionalities. Section 4 compares
our approach with related ones and concludes. For space constraints details of the de-
veloped approach can be found in [9].

2 Basic Concepts

In this section we introduce the basic notions our approach relies on. An XML format
has been chosen for the representation and exchange of these components. The XML
Schemas stating the exact format of each component can be found in [9].

Ontologies.In our system, all the peers that registered to a thematic group share the the-
matic global ontology of that group,TGO. TGO is a directed weighted graph, where
nodes (V ) represent concepts, arcs (E) represent relations between concepts (including
the is a relation), and weights, ranging in[0, 1], representhow similartwo related con-
cepts are. Each peerP is characterized by a set of concepts of interestCoI such that
CoI ⊆ V . For example, a portion of theTGO describing the computer science publi-
cation domain is shown in Fig. 1. TheCoI of a peermike in this domain might be, for
instance,CoImike = {Article, Proceedings}. A function SimC will be employed
to measure the semantic distance between two sets of concepts. This function uses an
auxiliary functionsimc for evaluating the similarity between a set of concepts and a
single concept of the ontology. Bothsimc andSimC refer to theTGO for knowing the
weights of the relations among concepts. Details of these functions are in [7].

Credentials and Policies.Credentials are a means to control resource access and to
condition resource sharing to certain peer characteristics. A credentialc = (n, {(p1, v1),
. . . , (pk, vk)}) is a named set properties, that is, name-value pairs. The XML document
corresponding to a credential is shown in Fig. 2(a). The use of credentials asserting
properties of individuals raises issues related to certification of properties, their authen-



<C r e d e n t i a l name=” D I S I @ U n i g e A f f i l i a t i o n ”>
<P r o p e r t y name=” F i rs tName ” v a l u e =” Son ia ” /><P r o p e r t y name=” LastName ” v a l u e =” P i n i ” />
<P r o p e r t y name=” P o s i t i o n ” v a l u e =” R e s e a r c h e r ” /> <P r o p e r t y name=” O f f i c e ” v a l u e =”5 ” />

</ C r e d e n t i a l> ( a )

<P o l i c y i d =”1 ”>
<TempConstDef name=”TC1”>
<I n t e r v a l E x p r name=” s i n c e J a n 1 s t ”> <beg in> 01 /01 / 05 :00</ beg in> </ I n t e r v a l E x p r>
<Per iod i cT imeExpr name=”9 to13ofWork ingDays ”> <Sta r tT imeExpr>

<Week> a l l </ Week>
<DaySet><Day>2</ Day><Day>3</ Day><Day>4</ Day><Day>5</ Day><Day>6</ Day></ DaySet>
<Hour> 10 </ Hour> <Dura t i onExpr> <Hours> 4 </ Hours> </ Du ra t i onExpr>

</ S ta r tT imeExpr></ Pe r iod i cT imeExpr>
</ TempConstDef>
<I n t e r n a l C o n d i t i o n t ype =” s t a t e ” prop=” Pend ingReques ts ” op=”LE” v a l u e =” 15 ” />
<I n t e r n a l C o n d i t i o n t ype =” s t a t e ” prop=” CPUIdleTime ” op=”L” v a l u e =” 50 ” />
<C e r t C o n d i t i o n prop=” P o s i t i o n ” op=”EQ” v a l u e =” R e s e a r c h e r ” />

</ P o l i c y> ( b )

Fig. 2. (a) An example of credential and (b) an example of policy

ticity and verification. These issues are beyond the scope of this paper, thus, in our
system, we assume the presence of a peer that releases and certifies credentials of peers
joining a thematic group.

Peers restrict their availability to share resources throughsharing policies. Each
policy is characterized by a temporal condition stating the time instants the policy is
enabled. Temporal conditions are expressed, according to [3,16], as a〈[begin, end], P 〉
pair, wherebegin, end are time instants denoting the endpoints of a time interval andP
is a periodic expression of the formP =

∑n
i=1 Oi·Gi ¤ r·Gd whereGd, G1, . . . , Gn

are time granularities or calendars, such thatGd is finer thanGn, for i = 2, . . . , n, Gi is
finer thanGi−1, O1 = all, Oi ∈ 2N∪{all} andr ∈ N. Suppose for example we wish to
represent the period between 9.00 and 13.00 of working days, starting from January 1,
2005 at 00. The corresponding temporal condition is:[2005/01/01 : 00,∞], all.Weeks+

{2, . . . , 6}·Days + 10·Hours ¤ 4·Hours.

A policy is 4-tuple(id, tC, iC, cC), wheretC is a temporal condition andiC, cC
denote a conjunction of internal state/connection and credential conditions, respectively.
Internal state/connection and credential conditions are of the form(prop op value)
whereop is comparison operator in{≤,≥, <,>, =}. Suppose, for instance, that a peer
wishes to share resources in the temporal period previously presented, but only when
the pending requests are less than 15, the CPU idle time is below the 50% and the
requester is a researcher. The XML representation of this policy is shown in Fig. 2(b).

A policy p = (id, tC, iC, {(n1 op1 u1), . . . , (nm opm um)}) is satisfied by a
credentialc = (n, {(p1, v1), . . . , (pk, vk}) and a peerP if the current time instant
belongs to set of time instants described bytC, ∀ i ∈ [1,m] ∃ j ∈ [1, k] (ni = pj) ∧
(uj opi vi), andP internal and network property values meetiC. For instance, consider
a peerP1 that receives on Monday, July 4, 2005 at 9:30 a data request with the credential
of Fig. 2(a). IfP1 enforces the policy in Fig. 2(b), does not have pending requests, and
is not performing any computation, then the policy is satisfied.

Advertisement and Data Request Messages.Messages exchanged among peers can
be advertisements, data requests, and answer messages. Advertisement and data request
messages that are forwarded to other peers are characterized byTime To Live (TTL)and



<Advs i d =” AdvChi2 ” TTL=”5 ” BS=” 0 .8 ” P e e r I d = ” P457 ” TimeSent = ” 27 /06 / 05 : 1 4 : 1 3 ”>
<Concept name=” Paper ”> </ Concept>
<P o l i c i e s name=” Ch ia ra ”> <P o l i c y i d =”1 ”> see Fig . 2 ( b )</ P o l i c y> </ P o l i c i e s>

</ Advs> ( a )

<DataReques t i d =”QD2” TTL=”3 ” BS=”1 ” P e e r I d = ” P473 ” TimeSent = ” 27 /0 6 /05 : 1 4 : 1 3 ”>
<Query> <QueryPred op=”EQ” v a l u e =” C a r d e l l i ”>

<P a t h E x p r e s s i o n> <Concept name=” Paper ”>
<P r o p e r t y name=” by ” /> <P r o p e r t y name=”name” />

</ Concept> </ P a t h E x p r e s s i o n> </ QueryPred>
<QueryPred op=”EQ” v a l u e =” 1980 ”>

<P a t h E x p r e s s i o n> <Concept name=” Paper ”>
<P r o p e r t y name=” yea r ” />

</ Concept> </ P a t h E x p r e s s i o n> </ QueryPred> </ Query>
<C r e d e n t i a l> see Fig . 2 ( a )</ C r e d e n t i a l>

</ Da taReques t> ( b )

Fig. 3. (a) An example of advertisement and (b) an example of data request

Broad Search (BS)values, stating the maximal distance between the message sender
and the last receiver, and the fraction of peers to forward the message to, respectively.
Moreover, each message is characterized by an Id, by the Id of the sender peer, and by
the time of the sending.

Advertisements are employed to disseminate information on expertises and sharing
policies of the peer’s user. An advertisement consists in concepts in theTGO that are
related to resources the peer’s user is willing to share, and a list of policiespL stating
the sharing policies for resources related to these concepts. In checking satisfaction,
policies in the list are considered in order, and theiC andcC conditions are checked for
the first policy in the list for whichnow belongs to the set of instants described bytC.
For example, Fig. 3(a) shows the XML document corresponding to the advertisement
message sent by peer Chiara that shares papers under the previously presented policy.

Data requests are characterized by a concept and a set of credentials. The concept
belongs to theTGO, and may be optionally qualified with a number of predicates,
interpreted as a conjunction, that allow to filter the resources of interest. Data request
languages more sophisticated than ours can easily be accommodated in our framework.
For example, Fig. 3(b) shows the XML document corresponding to the data request
message sent by peer Sonia looking for papers published by Cardelli in 1980. The
credential of Fig. 2(a) is attached to the request.

3 Architecture and Functionalities

In this section we describe the main functionalities of the system relying on the archi-
tecture graphically depicted in Fig. 4. More details can be found in [9].

Peer Registration
When a new peer wishes to register to a group of the P2P network, it connects to the
“special peer”. The peer Id is inserted in the list of peers known by the special peer, and
the registering peer uses this list to initialize its localPeersstructure (initially, with null
global relevance and no concept-specific relevances associated with each peer). Then,
a graphical interface showing theTGO is presented to the peer’s user who can browse
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Ads
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policies for those concepts, indexed to get a direct access to the sharing policies of a concept-peer pair.

Recent Requests/
Ads

information on the data requests (the advertisements, respectively) the peer recently received: Data request/Adv
Id, sending time, sender peer Id, indexed on the message Id.

Policies local peer sharing policies, indexed on the concepts they refer to.

Fig. 4. Peer architecture

theTGO, read the textual explanation associated with each concept, identify her con-
cepts of interest (CoI, see Section 2), and realize the concepts that better describe the
local resources she wishes to share. TheTGO is then copied locally in the peer’s data
structures. Now the peer’s user can, when she wishes, populate the peer’s local knowl-
edge and resource bases, as well as thePoliciesstructure with the sharing policies to
be enforced. The peer is now ready for sending advertisements and data requests, as
discussed in what follows.

Advertisement Handling
– Sending.A peer wishing to advertise its expertises simply sends advertisement mes-
sages, as described in Section 2, to the peers it is aware of (stored in thePeersstructure).

– Receiving.A peer receiving an advertisement message first of all checks whether it
has already received it looking at theRecentAdsstructure. If so, it simply discards it.
Otherwise, the message is inserted in theRecentAdsandAdsstructures. If the sender
peer was not known, it is also inserted in thePeersstructure (with null global relevance
e no concept-specific relevance). Note that all the received advertisements are stored.
A graphical interface, however, allows the peer’s user to browse theAdsadvertisement
database, ordered either by sending time or similarity of the advertised topics with the
peer concepts of interest in itsCoI, computed throughSimC , and delete some of them.

– Forward.A received advertisement is forwarded to a set of known peers according to
theTTL andBS components of the message. Specifically, ifTTL is greater than0,
the message is forwarded toBS peers with theTTL value decremented by 1. The peers
to forward the message to are chosen among the known peers in thePeersstructure. A



fraction is randomly chosen, whereas the others are the ones whose sets of advertised
concepts (as stored inAds) are most similar to the concepts in the advertisement to be
forwarded, according to the similarity functionSimC .

Data Request Handling
– Peer Relevance.When a peer gets an answer to one of its requests, it updates the
information in thePeersstructure related to the relevance of the sending peer to keep
into account the new answer. The peer receiving some resources as answers to a data
request evaluates them by stating which ones are relevant (and thus are accepted), and
which others are not (and thus are discarded). A specialbonuscan be explicitly as-
signed for extremely relevant answers, through a parameterβ whose default is0. Ac-
cording to the evaluation of the peerP ′ getting a set of resources as answer to a re-
questQ, the relevance degree got by a peerP sending the answer, related to a con-
ceptc belonging to the set of concepts appearing inQ, is a value in[0, 1] computed
as:Relevance(P, c,Q) = accepted resources

received resources + β. TheRelevance(P, c, Q) value con-
tributes to the previous relevance of peerP and conceptc, namedrelP,c, in thePeers
structure of peerP ′, if such an entry was there. Otherwise a new entry for peerP ,
conceptc and this value is inserted. The global relevance of a peerrelP is the sum
of the concept-related relevancesrelP,c of the peer and is thus updated accordingly.
The relevance of a peerP with respect to a set of conceptsC is then obtained as
Rel(P,C) =

∑
c ∈ C relP,c +

∑
c ∈ C, c≺ c′ α

d · relP,c′ whereα ∈ [0, 1], ≺ de-
notes theis a relation in the ontology, andd is the distance betweenc andc′ in theis a
hierarchy of the ontology. The basic principles in using relevance, inherited from [19],
are indeed the following:(i) a data request is submitted to a peer that answered well to
previous requests on the same concepts;(ii) a peer that answered well on a specific con-
cept, is likely to be quite knowledgeable on more general concepts related to the same
topic; (iii) a peer that answered well to previous requests on several different concepts,
is likely to be well-informed in general (on any concept).

– Sending.When a peer wishes to submit a data requestQ to the system, it may in-
clude any of its credentials inQ. Then, it selects the peers to send the request to, taking
into account the advertisements it received and the peer relevance, for the concepts the
data request involves. A list of peers is computed by ordering the set of peers inPeers
according to theirRel(P, C) value, beingC the set of concepts involved inQ. This
list is pruned by deleting the peers for which an advertisement has been stored for the
involved concepts with associated policies whose credential conditions are not met by
credentials inQ, obtaining a listLr. A similar listLg is obtained by taking into account
the global relevance of the peerrelP . A last listLa is computed by ordering the peers
in Adsaccording to the similarity of the advertised concepts and the concepts in data
requestQ, computed through functionSimC , including only the peers for which the
credential condition of an associated policy is met by a credential inQ. The request is
sent firstly to the peers inLr that also belong toLa, then to other peers inLr, then to
other peers inLa, then to peers inLg not considered so far, till the desired number of
peers is reached.

– Receiving.A peer receiving a data requestQ first of all checks whether it has al-



ready received it looking at theRecentRequestsstructure. If so, it simply discards it.
Otherwise,Q is inserted in theRecentRequestsstructure and, if the sender peer was
not known, it is also inserted in thePeersstructure (with null global relevance and no
concept-specific relevance). Then, the peer checks whether it can answerQ, checking
the satisfaction of its own policies associated with the concepts inQ w.r.t. the current
time, its current state, and the credentials inQ. If so, its own resources satisfying the
data request conditions are sent to the requesting peer. In any case, the request is then
forwarded to other peers, following the same behavior adopted for advertisement for-
warding, for what concerns theTTL andBS values and the choice of forwarding to a
fraction of randomly chosen peers. The other peers to forward the request to are selected
with the same list-based approach discussed above for request sending.

4 Concluding Remarks

We have compared our system with FreeNet (freenet.sourceforge.net ), Edutella
[15,14], KEEx [4], Napster (www.napster.com ), Piazza [12], the Trusted Computing
P2P (TC-P2P) Architecture [18], and SWAPSTER [11,20], along the three features that
characterize our proposal:(i) use of ontologies to answer data requests, and to better
route them;(ii) use of advertisements to push information about a peer’s expertise;(iii)
use of sharing policies to allow a controlled flexible access to the peer’s resources.

The choice of these systems has been driven by the will of considering a spectrum
of heterogeneous proposals, where heterogeneity involves both the motivation and the
nature of the proposal, and the intended application domain. Our comparison shows that
very few systems address all the three aspects that characterize our proposal in a deep
and exhaustive way, although most of them implement mechanisms to face at least two
of them (see [9] for a full account of the results of our comparison). The originality of
our proposal lies in addressingall of them into an integrated P2P system.

The system that is closer to ours is SWAPSTER, that has been used to implement
two concrete applications: Bibster [11], and Xarop [20]; the developers of SWAPSTER
also investigated several query routing strategies by simulation experiments.

Although it is not a P2P system, the framework developed inside the SEWASIE Eu-
ropean project [2] shares some similarities with our proposal as far as the management
of ontologies is concerned. In fact, in SEWASIE each SINode (a mediator-based sys-
tem) provides a global virtual view (GVV) of the information sources managed within
it, which may resemble theTGO of our proposal, and Brokering Agents integrate sev-
eral GVVs from different SINodes into a Brokering Agent Ontology. In our proposal,
TGO integration has not been investigated yet, but the adoption of a Brokering Agent
Ontology suggested by SEWASIE could be a feasible direction to follow.

Most (although not all) of the systems that we have considered in our comparison
have been tested on real applications. Although the implementation of our system is still
to be completed, we have already implemented many crucial components such as those
for evaluating the similarity between concepts, developed using Jena (http://jena.
sourceforge.net ). The main direction of our future work is thus completing the
implementation, in order to release a first version, based on JXTA (http://www.
jxta.org ), in few months.
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